
Newsletter of European Citizens’ Initiative for

a European Special Plan for Sustainable Development and Employment

Special Edition -  Breaking News
Put the ECI Campaign on the launching pad

Summary

 Turin,  27th February 2014: Meeting of the European ECI Coalition 
 Turin,  28th February 2014: A network of cities supporting “New Deal 4 Europe” 
 Latest additions and Adhesions to the ECI New Deal 4 Europe

___________________________________________________________________________

Turin, 27th February 2014, H. 20.30 : Meeting of the European ECI Coalition

Preparing the launch:   what has to be done, how and when

Venue at Movimento Federalista Europeo – Via Schina 26, Torino 

 By train: from Porta Nuova or Porta Susa Railway Stations – underground direction 
Collegno Fermi – get off at stop PRINCIPI D’ACAJA station – and then 5 minutes walk 

 By airplane: bus to the Railway stations and then as above or alternatively from Porta Susa 
10 minutes walk to MFE headquarters

Agenda

1. Preparing the launch of the ECI Campaign: a kit of documents
2. Collecting the signatures: via web or by paper (differences between the various Countries) 
3. Press Conferences in various Countries
4. Enlarging the network of cities supporting our Campaign “New Deal 4 Europe”
5. Creating local Committees in the frame of the existing National Committees
6. Creating other national Committees
7. Launch of the “Manifesto” signed by European intellectuals and opinion leaders
8. Other points, if any.

Contact-points: Lucio Levi (lucio.levi@unito.it) phone +39 011532923  and Antonio Longo 
(eurolongo@alice.it) mobile: +39 3471763067
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DIVISION FOR INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND YOUTH 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND EUROPEAN PROJECTS  DEPARTMENT

    
 AGENDA
 Torino, 30/01/2014

“A network of cities supporting a European plan
for sustainable development and employment”

February 28th 2014

9:00 Registration of the participants
Sala Colonne
City Hall, Piazza Palazzo di Città 1
10122 Torino IT

9:30 Introduction and welcome by the authorities
- Piero FASSINO, Mayor of Torino
- Jean-Michel DACLIN, Deputy Mayor in charge of 

International Affairs and European Affairs of the City of Lyon
- The cities of Barcelona, Cologne, Prague, Lille, Cannes, 

Chambéry and Athens have also been invited 

10.30  Lectures
- Monica Frassoni, Co-chair of the European Green Party:

New Own Resources for the Eurozone  Budget
-  Alberto Majocchi, Professor of Financial Sciences,

University of Pavia: Investing in Europe for Development
and Employment 

12:00 Interventions and comments of the invited Mayors 

12:30 Conclusions
- Lucio Levi, President of the Movimento Federalista Europeo 

and promoter of the ECI  

Via Corte d’Appello, 16 – 10122 Torino – tel. 011 4437808 - fax  011 4437878   

www.comune.torino.it – international.affairs@comune.torino.it
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Latest additions

“ECI New deal 4 Europe” – European Committee

After the setting up of 8 National Committees  (Belgium, Czech Republic, France, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, Spain,
Hungary) a European Committee has been created with the following members: Fausto Durante on behalf of Italy
(representative of CGIL - Italian trade union); Jean-Francis Billion on behalf of France (representative of the Union of
European Federalist – UEF France); Philippe Grosjean on behalf of Belgium (representative of the Permanent Forum of
European Civil Society); Elena Rodriguez- Espinar on behalf of Spain (representative of  UEF Spain), Ivo Kaplan on
behalf of the Czech Republic (Representative of the UEF Czech); Endre Barcs on behalf of Hungary (representative of
the UEF Hungary), Giovanni Rastrelli on behalf of Luxembourg (UEF representative in Luxembourg); Nikos
Lampropoulos on behalf of Greece (UEF representative in Greece).  Representatives and members in other countries
may be added later. 

7th January 2014 -  O  ur proposal of an ECI for a European special plan for sustainable development and
employment (New Deal 4 Europe) has been presented to the European Commission. We will receive an answer from
the European Commission on the registration of the ECI in conformity with the criteria of the European regulation by 7th
March 2014.

Adhesions to the ECI “New Deal 4 Europe” 

6th March 2013 – Letter of Martin Schulz – President of the European Parliament

I am really pleased that the Italian European Federalist Movement, together with other civil society organisations and the
most important trade unions, decided to use the European Citizens’ Initiative, an extraordinary instrument of participation
and democracy for the Europe of the XXI century.

The topic that you chose to tackle, together with other European organisations, is of fundamental importance for our
future. Since already a couple of years the Parliament demands to complement the policies of financial discipline with
measures for growth and employment. The “European special plan for sustainable development” that you propose is
completely in line with the objectives and the initiatives supported by the Parliament. Therefore I cannot help but express
my support for your initiative, and wish you all the best for the collection of signatures.

With kind regards,

Martin Schulz - President of the European Parliament

14th January 2014 – Meeting with Syriza Delegation, Rome. A meeting took place in Rome between
Paolo Acunzo (National Bureau MFE) and Roberto Ceccarelli (Bureau MFE Rome) with a delegation of the Greek
Party Syriza, made up of Nikos Pappas (Director of the Bureau) and Argiris Panagopoulos (journalist). The Greek
delegation immediately expressed its full support for the objectives set by the our European Citizens’ Initiative (ECI) “New
Deal 4 Europe”, presented on January 7, 2014 to the European Commission. In addition, the Syriza delegation undertook
to make it one of their political priorities in the upcoming campaign for the European elections in Greece and in other
European countries. President Tsipras will send a letter in support of the ECI campaign and it was suggested a special
public event in these issues should be planned in Italy in the next few months. Lastly, Syriza will publicize the links for the
collection of signatures on its web platforms and relate with the Greek organizing committee to plan public collections of
signatures. The Italian delegation expressed its satisfaction for the complete mutual understanding about the matter.
Both delegations agreed that only by rethinking European democracy and working for a European government of the
economy will we be able to respond adequately to the present crisis, of which Greece has become a symbol (summary
of the press release).

1st February 2014 - A letter has been sent to a list of about 3800 e-mail addresses of citizens and Associations
 from different European Countries. The letter included information about our ECI Campaign and the link to the three
Editions of our Newsletter (English, French, Italian). A Spanish edition is underway, while the German one is going to be
planned.

We have received many answers and a good availability to join and support the ECI Campaign. There are the bases for
a potential enlargement of the national Committees and of the European ECI Coalition as well.
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ECI New Deal 4 Europe logotypes:

ECI New Deal 4 Europe contacts:

Website & Social Network Team. Reference: Nicola Vallinoto, email: nicola.vallinoto@gmail.com

Translators’ Team. Reference: Roberta Carbone, email: robi_carbone@yahoo.it

Newsletter Team. Reference: Antonio Longo, email: eurolongo@alice.it

To subscribe this newsletter goto website: www.newdeal4europe.eu

To contact local groups or to become active in your city write to the organizers at info@newdeal4europe.eu

Follow us on the Social networks:

Twitter: www.twitter.com/NewDeal4Europe

Facebook: www.facebook.com/NewDeal4Europe

Flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/NewDeal4Europe

GooglePlus plus.google.com/+NewDeal4EuropeEurope

Youtube: www.youtube.com/NewDeal4Europe    
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